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Overview
• Ongoing case study

• Use of research in the field of work inclusion

• Work inclusion services

• Aimed at unemployed individuals with health or socio-economic related issues who
need facilitation in gaining and maintaining employment in the regular labor marked

• Norwegian Welfare and Labour Administration (NAV) and research
community

• Emergence of ‘evidence-based policy logic’ in NAV’s complex institutional landscape
• Emergence of an ‘impact of science logic’ in related research units

• We explore the meeting between these two movements

• Document studies
• Interviews of representatives from both NAV and research community

Work inclusion in Norway
• Organizations represented in the case:
1. Public employment organizations
• Ministry, directorate and agency of labour and welfare in Norway (NAV)

2. Research organizations
• Universities, research institutes, research-engaged consultancy firms

3. Others: private actors, research council, trade unions, user organizations

• Central normative assumptions in the field:
• Work inclusion is a solution to the grand challenge of health-related unemployment.
• Scientific knowledge is important for its development, implementation and success

Institutional logics and normativity
• Institutional logics can be understood as systems of meaning,
values and normative understandings built into the
organization’s practices
• Multiple logics may represent different norms and values
• This may provide inconsistent expectations and conflict
(Greenwood et al 2011)

ØWe are interested in how institutional logics as normative
prescriptions are invoked in interactions between
researchers and policymakers within work inclusion.
ØKey terms: quality/what is good research/good use of
research

Institutional landscape
• Institutional logics of public policymaking and the state
• redistribution of resources for the benefit of citizens in a formalized system of
planning and decision-making (Thornton et al. 2012)
• ‘evidence movement’: public organizations increasingly seek to base their
policy on evidence from research (Scurlock-Evans & Upton, 2015)

• Institutional logic of research and science
• reputation and recognition of research
• ‘impact movement’: researchers need to account for their societal (and
academic) usefulness (Gulbrandsen, 2018)

Research questions
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What are the
characteristics of the
evidence and impact
parts of the two
logics?

What happens when
they meet?

Research design & methods
• In-depth case study exploring impact processes in the organizational field of work inclusion
• Data collected through semi-structured/semi-open interviews and document analysis
Research sites

Interviewees

Interviews
finished

More
planned

Documents

Ministry of Labor and Social
affairs

Key leaders and advisers with
R&D functions
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Policies, white papers, orders of
research procurements,letters of
allocation, media

Directorate of Labor and
Welfare

Key leaders and advisors in R&D
+ work inclusion service
departments

13
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Strategies, goals, rapports, orders of
research procurements, meeting
notes, media

Research Council of Norway

Coordinators in
NAV- relevant research
programs

2

0

Documents on application criteria
and research programs, orders of
research procurements

Research community

Researchers holding substantial
experience with NAV
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Research rapports, articles, media

Data analysis ongoing
Coding and
analysis

Capturing
institutional
logics

A process of ‘pattern
induction’
(Reay & Jones, 2016)

Two rounds of inductive
coding of the interviews
by both authors

1. developing themes
(quality, interaction,
methods, dissemination
organization of R&D)

Document reviewing and
thematic coding in
relevant text

2. exploring sub-themes
and the degrees of
agreement and tensions
within them

1. analyzing textual accounts
of informant’s opinions,
explanations and stories
through, interviews,
observational data and
strategic document traces

2. grouping patterns of
behaviors and beliefs, norms
and values to represent
different logics

Analysis/findings

Gradual development of
evidence-based policy
• Policy system becoming a more professional contractor for R&D,
establishment of internal R&D unit and a strategic plan that states
where the main knowledge gaps are
• Clearer/better selection criteria when making regular research or
contract research calls
• Larger R&D projects
• Closer ties to the research system
• “Sign of the times”, key individuals and very complex context as
driving forces

Why “evidence” is needed
• A hope that research will simplify choice and help scale up/down
specific policy instruments/interventions based on more certain
knowledge of “what works”
• To combine data from different sources, for example labour data with
data on education and health
• To inform the general public or the wider political system, e.g. as
response to negative media attention
• Power struggles within the policy system itself such as the ability to
set agendas and as a means to gain financial resources and/or to
allocate them in a specific way

What kind of R&D is demanded?
• Field of work inclusion influenced by both health-oriented R&D and
“softer fields”
• R&D close to practice, using data from specific interventions/policy
instruments and/or detailed contextual data
• Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) desired but also somewhat
controversial, limited, expensive or otherwise not realistic to carry out
• Reviews of the “state of the art” about an issue
• Research-based findings on new initiatives or results from other
countries

The research side
• Similar gradual development of capacity and capability to do R&D
relevant for work inclusion and related policies
• Increase in status of work inclusion research
• Few signs of stronger demands of societal impact – but a much
stronger emphasis on “excellence” and an interpretation of impact to
mean “scientific importance”
• Diverse landscape in terms of organisations and research fields, also
many changes in the landscape and close personal contacts
• Understanding of the need for evidence but some doubts about “how
deep it goes” and some critical voices asking if evidence is the (only)
answer in the complexities of the social work context

Evidence meets research 1
• Co-evolution rather than clash of logics and fundamental tensions,
mutual benefits in the process
• A collaborative approach to building a system for defining R&D needs,
building capacity, selecting projects, creating arenas for translation,
dissemination and learning/training
• Challenges related to time (perspectives, delays, synchronicity),
anchoring/early involvement of users, types of use (clearly
instrumental versus reinterpretations/“watering down”)

Evidence meets research 2
• A fair degree of consensus that “research quality” used to be quite
bad but has improved a lot
• Bad research: small-scale, singular context, fragmented, not
systematic, qualitative (for some), context-free (for others)
• Users and researchers both want rigorous research, large data sets
• Some tension between quality and relevance; move towards raising
the minimum level of demands to the scientific part of proposals
• Use of research often indirect and less obviously instrumental, the
language of R&D extremely important for framing and diffusion
• Direct use of research more likely with large scale RCT studies

Conclusion 1: co-evolution
• Improving use of research (“evidence”) in work inclusion in Norway is
characterised by a balanced co-evolutionary process
• Capability and capacity building among both users and researchers
• Joint development of criteria for “good research” and common discussions
about needs/gaps
• Establishment and maintenance of spaces and processes of use both through
written documentation and lots of personal meetings

• Few tensions because networks form based on fundamental values
like “efficient welfare provision”, “individuals’ integrity”, “everyone
can/should work” – we may call them public value collectives (cf.
Bozeman 2003)

Conclusion 2: continuous challenges
• Levels of policy and levels of analysis in research
• Formulating needs and matching them with ambitious researchers
and research units
• Using research that “comes out of the blue”/is not part of a thematic
or contractual call
• Understanding changing relations within the policy system
• Dealing with the pressure for “excellence”
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